
Faculty of Education

PROFESSIONAL SEMESTER ONE FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT FORM

Instructions:
' The purpose of this form is to provide the student teacher with specific feedback during the PSI Practicum (ED 35OO).
' The teacher associate should complete this form at regular intervals during the practicum (e.g., every week or every other week).
' The student teacher retains the completed form for his/her records; it is not submitted to the Field Experience Office-
' To document the student teacher's growth over the practicum, place a checkmark, or week 7, week 2, etc., in the appropriate
place in the checkbox. Please also provide some written comments on Strengths/Professional Learning Achieved and
Suggestions/Areas for Growth on page 4 of the form.
' lt is not necessary to place a checkmark next to each outcome every time the form is completed-teacher associates may wish
to concentrate on the 3-5 most relevant and significant strenqths and areas for qrovvth, dependinq on the situation.

THE STADENT TEACHER:

1. PLANNING AND PREPARATTON (KSAs #1, 3, 6, 9, 13)
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1. Demonstrates knowledge and skills in the subject matter of the lesson. orr (
2. Incorporates a variety of appropriate resources, and instructional and assessment

strategies into lesson planning. /
3. Translates learning outcomes from the Alberta Program of Studies into relevant and

appropriate learning objectives for the lessons being taught.

4. Takes into ac@unt students' prior learning,.{earning needs, interests, and backgrounds.

5. organizes content into appropriate components and sequences for instruction.

6. Plans relevant content and activities sfficient for the time allofted.

7. Prepares lesson plans for all lessons taught, using a well-defined structure which
includes learning objective(s), an introduction and closure, detailed procedures and
instructions, key questions, teaching strategies and student activities, and assessment of
lesson objectives.

/
8. Integrates information and communications technology into instruction where

appropriate. J
9. Obtains and organizes equipment and materials for instruction.

INSTRUCTION KSAs #4. 5
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t- Uses dear, fluent, ard granrnatbally coned spoken and written language.

2- ttses vwbUary ilropdate to students'age, background and interests.

3- ilodfates lis/trcr vtrice br aldbffty and opression.

Estabf,sfrcs s€t rwits prir learnirB, itentifies lsson objective(s) and expectations,
uses mdivdig atrefitirt{Etrers, prorrites an olrerview, and relates the lesson to
prerrixls lemng as appropriate-
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3. CLASSROOM LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

1. Assumes a leadership role in the classroom, taking charge of classroom activities,
showing confidence, poise, composure, and presence.

2- Creates and maintains an effective learning environment, setting high expectations and
standards for student learning.

3. Demonstrates initiative. enthusiasm and a commitment to the students and subject,
models appropriate behaviours.

4. Establishes positive relationships and a classroom climate based on mutual trust and
respect.

Cassraorfrageacat
5. Clearly defines and reinforces classroom procedures and routines

6. Clearly communicates and reinforces erpeclations for appropriate student behaviour

7. Monitors student behaviour and is aware of student behaviour at all trmes.

8. Responds to inappropriate behavior prompfly, firmly. and consistenily, using appropriate
low-key and higher level responses; follows school discipline policies and procedures.
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4. ASSESSMENT (KSA #1 1

5. PROFESSIONAL ATTRIBUTES AND RESPONSIBILITIES (KSAs #2,15,16

9. Develops and communicates a personal vision of teaching.

10 Demonstrates willingness to take "informed risks" to benefit student learning.

11. Develops and presents a professional portfolio and/or growth plan including goals, evidence of progress toward
goals, reflections on growth, and future goals.

Etricd Candsef-

12. Respects the dignity and rights of all persons without prejudice as to race, religious beliefs, colour, gender,

sexual orientation, gender identity, physical characteristics, disability, marital status, age, ancestry, place of
origin, place of residence, socioeconomic background or linguistic background.

13. Treats students with dignity and respect and is considerate of their circumstances.

14. Does not divulge information received in confidence or in the course of professional duties about a student

except as required by law or where to do so is in the best interest of the student.

16 Does not undermine the confidence of students in teachers or other student teachers.

to. Does not criticize the professional competence or professional reputation of teachers or other student teachers

unless the criticism is communicated in confidence to proper officials after first informing the individual

concerned of the criticism.
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